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Polar  Icecaps Melting: 
Regulars readers may recall, when I ask “why they are saying 
that the sea will rise when the ice caps melt, when, if you fill a 
container with ice and water, it does not overflow when the ice 
melts”   Well our readers have all the answers and here it is.  
Well done Sempai Stanley Wong   
Dear Shihan, 
In regards to your note in the newsletter (a couple of issues 
back) regarding rising sea levels.  You are correct that the 
existing floating ice should just disappear into the ocean and the 
sea level should not change.  You can check this out by filling a 
glass of water and overfilling it with ice.  After the ice all melts, 
the water does not overflow.    However, in the case of the 
world, the ice in the Artic will work as in the glass but the ice on 
land locked areas is the difficulty.  In Antarctica there is about 
30 million cubic kilometres of ice; being 70% of the world's 
fresh water or 90% of the world's ice.  The other significant 
volume is on Greenland that has about 3 million cubic 
kilometres.  Hence when all this ice melts, there will be about an 
extra 90 metres of water/sea level (assuming the ocean surface 
area remains the same = 360 million square kilometres).  They 
reckon by the end of this century, the sea levels will have risen 
by 50cm - enough to cause coastal flooding. 
Osu, Stanley Wong 
Train hard – think harder: 
A recent study in the Netherlands has found that an active body can 
result in an active mind. A ten year study monitored 295 healthy 
males, born between 1900 and 1920, from Finland, the Netherlands 
and Italy, and found that those who participated in the lowest 
intensity activities at the start of the study, such as walking at a slow 
pace, had the strongest decline in mental skills.   These men had up 
to a three and a half times greater decline than those who 
participated in high-intensity activities like swimming. The 
researchers also examined whether the men changed their duration 
or intensity of physical activity over the 10 years and found that 
those who decreased the duration of physical activity by more than 
60 minutes a day, produced a decline in mental exam scores, which 
was 2.6 times greater than the decline in the men who maintained 
their duration of physical activity. Men who decreased their 
intensity of physical activity experienced a decline in mental exam 
scores that was 3.6 times greater than the decline in the men who 
maintained their intensity of physical activity.  There was no 
decline in mental skills among men who increased the duration or 
intensity of their physical activity. ̀ Even in old age, participation in 
activities with at least medium-low intensity may postpone 
cognitive decline; say the researchers.' Moreover, a decrease in 
duration or intensity of physical activity results in a stronger 
cognitive decline than maintaining duration or intensity.'               
Source: Neurology, 28 December 2004 
This months bad joke:     A couple go for a meal at a Chinese 
restaurant and order the "Chicken Surprise". The waiter brings 
the meal, served in a lidded cast iron pot.   Just as the wife is 
about to serve herself, the lid of the pot rises slightly and she 
briefly sees two beady little eyes looking around before the lid  
 

 

slams back down.  "Good grief, did you see that?" she asks her 
husband.  He hasn't, so she asks him to look in the pot. He 
reaches for it and again the lid rises, and he sees two little eyes 
looking around before it slams down. Rather perturbed, he calls 
the waiter over, explains what is happening, and demands an 
explanation.   
"Please sir," says the waiter, "what you order?" 
The husband replies, "Chicken Surprise." 
Ah... so sorry," says the waiter, "I bring you Peeking Duck 

Greg Rogers Swim School 
39 Willarong Road Car ingbah  (next to supercenta) 

Telephone:  (02) 95267073 
Heated Indoor  Swimming Pool 

Specializing in  - Baby awareness classes 
Child and Adult “ Learn to swim”  Classes 
Squad Training      –       Pool open 7 Days 

Spor ts dr inks jargon buster  
With so many sports drinks on the market, it's easy to become 
confused about which type is best suited to your needs. Isotonic, 
energy and recovery drinks can all be used to promote 
hydration, but tend to have slightly differing effects, which are 
explained below. It's important to understand, though, that these 
categories can overlap - e.g. energy drinks containing relatively 
small amounts of carbohydrate can be almost isotonic - so the 
distinctions here should serve as a guide only. 
*  Isotonic drinks provide the body with water, energy and 
electrolytes in a form enabling the water to be absorbed as 
rapidly as possible. Studies have shown that fluid is rapidly 
emptied from the stomach when it contains roughly the same 
concentration of dissolved substances as that of blood serum - a 
value of 280 milli-osmoles/kg for you technophiles out there! At 
this concentration, a drink is said to be 'isotonic' or at the same 
concentration as your body fluids. During exercise, energy in the 
form of carbohydrate, and electrolyte minerals, such as sodium, 
potassium, calcium and magnesium, are lost along with water. 
When these substances are dissolved in water at an isotonic 
concentration they not only help replace lost fluid more rapidly 
than even plain water but also help replace some of the lost 
energy and minerals. However, research has demonstrated that 
drinks containing dissolved glucose at higher than isotonic 
concentrations (up to 5%) can be emptied from the stomach just 
as rapidly, and can therefore replace lost energy more rapidly. 
Although not strictly isotonic, these drinks offer all the fluid 
replacement benefits of isotonic drinks and are often marketed 
as such. 
*  Energy drinks are less about replacing lost fluid and more 
about keeping the working muscles supplied with energy during 
very long and sustained workouts. Energy drinks need to contain 
much higher concentrations of soluble carbohydrates than 
isotonic drinks, because an isotonic solution of carbohydrate 
struggles to provide energy at a sufficient rate to replace what is 
lost during intense exercise. The disadvantage of energy drinks 
is that their high carbohydrate concentrations tend to slow down 
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the rate of water absorption, particularly during hard exercise. 
They are therefore best reserved for longer endurance events 
performed in more temperate conditions, where a very high rate 
of fluid replacement is not quite so critical. 
*  Recovery drinks, as the name suggests, are taken after training 
to supply the muscles with everything they need for recovery, 
including water, carbohydrate and amino acids. These drinks 
often contain such additional nutrients as electrolyte minerals, 
vitamins needed to aid metabolism of the ingested carbohydrate, 
and protein and more exotic co-factors designed to accelerate 
recovery. Because they're taken after training, rapid gastric 
emptying and absorption is not a priority. 
Things kids say:       
"Blood flows down one leg and up the other."                                                  
" 2006 Upcoming events” :                                                                    
12th February   Sensei Jim Sklavos’s wedding                                 
10th – 12th March 06 NSW Summer Camp and Green belt  

& Over grading  
13th March 06 Bondi Junction Under Green belt 

grading 
14th March  Bondi Beach Winter grading          
19th March  Mt. Druitt grading 
2nd Apr il NSW Non Contact Individual 

Championships  

7th May   NSW Open Full Contact Champs. 
26th – 28th May   National AKKA Camp - Gold Coast 
5th June    Bondi Junction grading                          
6th June    Bondi Beach grading                               
17th June                      MT Druitt Grading adults &  Kids  
5th August   Australian Kyokushin Open Non      
   Contact Championships - South   
   Sydney Junior Leagues Club                                                      
6th August   Australian Kyokushin Open Full      
   Contact Championships - South   
   Sydney Junior Leagues Club                                                      
8th – 10th September   NSW Spring Camp & Green Belt & 
   Over grading. 

11th September  Bondi Junction Under Green belt 
grading 

12th September   Bondi Beach Under Green belt  
grading 

16th September  Mt Druitt grading 
1st October NSW Non Contact Teams and 

Individual Kata Championships 
4th &  5th November 06 2006 World Cup -Karate Full 

Contact Championships 
Entertainment Centre Sydney                  
4th December Bondi Junction 
Under Green belt grading 

5th December Bondi Beach Under Green belt 
grading 

9th December  Mt Druitt grading 
15th December  2006 Bondi class photograph 
22nd December  Bondi Junction last training for 2006 

– End of year dojo photographs 
New members:  I would like to welcome the new members the 
dojo: Daniel Somorjay  - Vincent Stafrace – Taiki Nakjima 

How Things Work In Real L ife                                                                                                                         
Start with a cage containing five monkeys. Inside the cage, hang 
a banana on a string and place a set of stairs under it. Before 
long, a monkey will go to the stairs and start to climb towards 

the banana. As soon as he touches the stairs, spray all the other 
monkeys with cold water After a while, another monkey makes 
an attempt with the same result. All the other monkeys are 
sprayed with cold water. Pretty soon, when another monkey tries 
to climb the stairs, the other monkeys will try to prevent it.  
Now, put away the cold water. Remove one of the monkeys 
from the cage and relace it with a new one. The new monkey 
sees the banana and wants to climb the stairs. To his surprise 
and horror, all the other monkeys attack him. After another 
attempt and attack, he knows that if he tries to climb the stairs 
he will be assaulted.  Next, remove another of the original five 
monkeys and replace it with a new one. The newcomer goes to 
the stairs and is attacked. The previous newcomer takes part in 
the punishment with enthusiasm! Likewise, replace a third 
original monkey with a new one, then a fourth, then the fifth. 
Every time the newest monkey takes to the stairs, he is attacked.  
Most of the monkeys that are beating him have no idea why they 
were not permitted to climb the stairs or why they are 
participating in the beating of the newest monkey.  After 
replacing all the original monkeys, none of the remaining 
monkeys have ever been sprayed with cold water. Nevertheless, 
no monkey ever again approaches the stairs to try for the 
banana. Why not? Because as far as they know that’s the way 
it’ s always been done around here.  And that, my friends, is how 
a company policy begins. 

Now let me see have I  got this right? 

 
GRADING SYLLABUS:                                                             
With students working towards the March grading, they should 
think about buying a grading syllabus. You will be sure of 
exactly what is required to get your next grade.  At only $15.00 
and packed full of karate terminology as well as the grading 
syllabus up to San Dan, it is well worth the price.        
 

This months quote: ”  A true friend is someone who 
thinks that you are a good egg even though he knows that you 
are slightly cracked.                Author: Bernard Meltzer:             
 

“ BEGINNER TO BLACK BELT”  KYOKUSHIN KATA. 
A  KYOKUSHIN KARATE MANUAL WITH OVER A 100 PAGES OF 

KATA WITH COMPLETE AND DETAILED EXPLANATIONS, 
INCLUDING THE CORRECT COUNT FOR KYOKUSHIN KATA 

1A COMPREHENSIVE BOOK THAT TAKES A STUDENT FROM 

“ BEGINNER TO BLACK BELT”  BY SHIHAN JOHN TAYLOR 
KATA INCLUDED: 
Taikyoku ichi (ni) &  San - Taikyoku sokugi Ichi, Ni, San & Yon 

 Pinan Ichi, Ni, San, Yon & Go - Tsuki No Kata - Gekisai Dai, 
 Gekisai Sho - Yantsu – Tensho – Saiha – Sanchin 

Sanchintensho – Seipai  
Cost:  
Australia:  $32.00 (plus postage $2.00 )  
International:   US$32.00 (includes postage )            
 
Kata book from Ebay: Due to the cost of International bank 
transfers, some may prefer to purchase the book from Ebay, 
however, you will need these details: 
The link is http://stores.ebay.com.au/strongestkarate 
The Ebay user name is�dougo177� �


